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The markets for cranes and other lift equipment continued to 

grow through the third quarter of 2018, as increased demand 

for commercial and residential construction has continued to 

fuel steady growth in this area. Growth in global construction 

equipment sales is forecasted to increase by 12% in 2018 

after a 27% growth in 2017.

Truck sales in North America have had a near record breaking 

first eight months of 2018, as year-over-year sales increased 

by 32.3% compared to the same period in 2017. Additionally, 

trailer orders for August were up 140% year-over-year for the 

best August on record. Continued growth in freight tonnage, 

as well as optimism for additional growth through 2019, has 

spurred truck and trailers sales through 2018.

Secondary marketplace activity has held firm in 2018, while 

sales prices for rolling stock has improved and construction 

equipment has remained relatively flat. New construction 

starts have been trending upwards on a month-to-month basis 

and are expected to continue increasing for the foreseeable 

future  as the economy improves. Mining equipment continues 

to be a slow-moving market with relatively flat sales and sale 

prices in recent months.

Through the first half of 2018, rail intermodal shipments in 

North America increased 6.7% versus the first half of 2017, 

according to data from the Intermodal Association of North 

America (“IANA”). Industry analysts indicate that this growth 

puts rail intermodal in the position to surpass last year’s 

record of 17.9 million shipments. Meanwhile, profits for 

the railroad industry have been on the rise, with combined 

operating income of all the Class I railroads increasing 8.3% to 

top $16 billion in the first half of 2018. 

While the overall trend for the railroad industry is positive, 

the industry’s own capacity limitations and ongoing service 

difficulties will continue to be important factors for the 

market. As a result, rail intermodal growth will be constrained, 

partly due to the limited number of lanes served. In general, 

intermodal growth in recent years has lagged behind general 

economic improvement. Industry analysts indicate that going 

into 2019 and 2020, intermodal and rail profits will continue to 

grow as service improves and more capacity is added. 

Overview

The transportation markets continue to roll forward after a strong start to 
the year, with record-setting sales in the second half of 2018, as well as 
a strong performance in the construction markets. Oil prices continue 
to hover at their highest points since 2014, which has led to increased 
activity in the oilfield sector as well as with related support equipment. 
Consumer confidence continues to remain strong nationally, which has 
fed into the continued growth of freight transportation figures. 
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The secondary marketplace for cranes and lift equipment 

continued its strong performance into the second half of 

2018. Growth is expected in the industry as a direct result 

of improvements in the construction industry as it relates to 

commercial building and infrastructure spending. According 

to the U.S. Census Bureau, construction spending increased 

by 0.1% in August 2018 from the prior month, and increased 

6.5% from August 2017. Additionally, through the first eight 

months of 2018, construction spending increased by 5.3% 

compared to the same period in 2017. 

Demand remains high for tower cranes as non-residential 

construction continues to be a significant driver of this growth. 

Utilization rates as reported by crane rental companies remain 

high through the third quarter, with tower crane and all terrain 

crane demand being particularly high. Crawler crane demand 

remains flat as the maneuverability of other cranes presents 

a better option in many cases. As expected with the signing 

of recent steel and aluminum tariffs, the cost of materials has 

driven the total cost of new equipment up. This, coupled with 

extended lead times associated with increased demand, has 

helped to bolster the secondary marketplace for cranes and 

lift equipment.

Auction activity for cranes has been increasing over the 

last six months, while new crane sales have risen and used 

cranes have continued to supply the secondary marketplace. 

Feedback from crane rental companies indicates that many 

are beginning to cycle out their fleet and are either purchasing 

new equipment or looking for late model equipment at 

auction. This has led to an increased amount of slightly older 

equipment hitting the secondary marketplace. However, since 

demand has increased in recent months, this has offset the 

loss of value associated with physical depreciation, leading to 

some gains for relatively new model year cranes. 

Due to the influx of assets in the secondary marketplace, older 

vintage assets have not been faring as well, as more relatively 

newer equipment has become available. In the secondary 

marketplace, most categories of cranes tend to hold value due 

to the long lead times and high cost of new ownership versus 

typical construction equipment that is more generic in nature. 

Most sought are cranes in good condition, with relatively low 

hours and of newer vintage. 

Tower cranes are yielding a premium in the secondary 

marketplace due to high demand and low supply, while rough 

terrain cranes are the most prominent piece in the secondary 

marketplace due to their versatility yielding a strong demand 

and ample supply.

Expectations from those in the crane and lift equipment 

industry are for growth to continue for the next 12 to 24 

months as construction starts continue to grow, oil prices 

continues to rise, and lift equipment demand increases. The 

boost in confidence from the operators in the industry should 

help to drive growth in both new and used crane sales during 

this timeframe.

Cranes & Lift Equipment
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The truck and trailer markets have had a very strong 2018 

as every month through August has outperformed the same 

period in 2017. Class 8 tractor sales in August 2018 were up 

39.9% year-over-year with nearly 24,000 units sold compared 

to approximately 17,000 sold in August 2017. This continued 

the strong sales year, which has experienced a 32.3% year-

over-year growth through the first eight months of the year 

versus the same time period in 2017. This growth has been 

spurred by increased truck tonnage throughout the year. As 

reported by the American Trucking Associations, although the 

seasonally adjusted For-Hire Truck Tonnage Index decreased 

1.8% in August 2018 compared to July 2018, truck tonnage 

for the year improved 4.5% in August 2018 compared to the 

same period in 2017, as well as a year-to-date growth of 7.6% 

compared to 2017.

According to ACT Research, the average price of total used 

Class 8 trucks in August was up 1% on a month-over-month 

basis, but fared better when compared to August 2017. 

Demand for used trucks has remained steady, while inventory 

in the secondary marketplace has remained low, keeping 

values up.

Trailer orders in August 2018 increased roughly 30% 

compared to July 2018, and was up nearly 140% from August 

2017 for a total of just over 35,000 units in the month for what 

is expected to be the best August on record. Trailer orders for 

the trailing 12 months have come in at approximately 370,000 

units. 

The high sales numbers this late into the year has been 

mainly attributed to fleets already placing their 2019 orders, 

as manufacturers open up order boards through the second 

quarter of next year. Demand is expected to remain strong 

through the end of 2018 and well into 2019 as industry 

participants anticipate continued steady freight growth and 

tight capacity going forward.  

One continued concern for the trucking industry is the 

shortage of drivers that are currently available as the existing 

pool of drivers begins to age out. This will most likely lead to 

increased employee costs in the future, which could influence 

customer pricing down the line.

Trucks & Trailers
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Construction & Mining Equipment

In August 2018, domestic non-residential construction 

spending experienced a decrease of 0.7% compared to the 

prior month, but an increase of 8.4% year-over-year. Total 

engineering and construction spending for the U.S. is forecast 

to increase 6% in 2018, compared to a 5% increase in 2017. 

Accordingly, construction equipment manufacturers and 

rental construction equipment companies posted double-digit 

revenue increases for the second quarter 2018. Construction 

equipment manufacturers, Terex and JLG, a division of 

Oshkosh Industries, posted revenue increases of 19% and 

17%, respectively, over the same period in 2017. 

Additionally, the global construction equipment market is 

expected to grow by 12% in 2018 after a 27% growth in 

2017. Forecasts expect this growth to continue, with the 

marketplace expanding by approximately 38% through 2022.  

The secondary marketplace for construction equipment 

has been stable over the last six months as the demand for 

construction equipment continues to be strong. Pricing for 

new equipment has continued to move upward as material 

costs have increased in recent months, which has helped to 

keep pricing up for used equipment. 

Equipment related to infrastructure and non-residential 

construction, such as excavators, wheel loaders, bulldozers, 

motor graders, and other similar equipment, are expected to 

remain in demand for the foreseeable future as prices in the 

secondary marketplace have remained strong.

While mining commodity prices have not been strong in 

recent years, industry analysts are expecting growth in the 

next two years. Analysts have noted growth in mining through 

2018 and are forecasting roughly 4% growth in the industry 

through 2020, as there are a number of large projects and 

expansions that will be coming online before 2020.

However, there may be a limit to the availability of capital 

for expansion, especially domestically. While the current 

administration has a more favorable attitude toward mining, 

there are still some issues with the cost of production, 

increasing costs of equipment, and other factors in the U.S. 

While there is optimism moving forward, there is some cause 

for concern regarding the domestic industry. Equipment in 

this sector will rise and fall with the demand for global mined 

goods and should be monitored in the coming years.
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According to the Association of American Railroads, total 

U.S. carloads for the week ended October 6, 2018 were 

269,634, up 0.7% compared to the same week in 2017, while 

U.S. weekly intermodal volume was 284,604 containers and 

trailers, up 1.8%.   

Six out of the 10 carload commodity groups posted an 

increase compared to the same week in 2017, including 

petroleum and petroleum products, up 2,579 carloads to 

12,545 carloads; coal, up 1,250 carloads to 88,939 carloads; 

and metallic cores and metals, up 880 carloads to 22,121 

carloads. Commodity groups that posted decreases included 

grain, down 1,918 carloads to 22,641 carloads; nonmetallic 

minerals, down 1,557 carloads to 37,581 carloads; and 

miscellaneous carloads, down 154 carloads to 9,860. 

For the first 40 weeks of 2018, U.S. railroads reported 

cumulative volume of 10.5 million carloads, up 2% from the 

same period last year; and 11.1 million intermodal units, up 

5.9% from last year. Total combined U.S. traffic for the first 40 

weeks of 2018 was 21.6 million carloads and intermodal units, 

an increase of 3.9% compared to last year. 

North American rail volume for the week ended October 6, 

2018 on 12 reporting U.S., Canadian, and Mexican railroads 

totaled 375,239 carloads, up 1.2% compared with the same 

week last year, and 375,166 intermodal units, up 0.8%. Total 

combined weekly rail traffic in North America was 

750, 405 carloads and intermodal units, up 1%. North 

American rail volume for the first 40 weeks of 2018 was 29.2 

million carloads and intermodal units, up 3.6% compared with 

the same period in 2017. 

Canadian railroads reported 86.0 million carloads for the 

week ended October 6, 2018, up 4%, and 70,135 intermodal 

units, down 2.3% compared with the same week in 2017.  

For the first 40 weeks of 2018, Canadian railroads reported 

cumulative rail traffic volume of 6.0 million carloads, 

containers, and trailers, collectively up 3.7%. 

According to JOC.com, while the first quarter typically 

represents the off-season, the first quarter of 2018 was 

unusually busy. An increase in container movement in March 

and July led to industry participants setting high expectations 

for September and October. However, without a noticeable 

sign of a monster peak season, U.S. intermodal market 

companies are now wondering whether expectations were set 

too high. 

While capacity in California was reported to be tight, it was 

normal in other states. JOC.com indicates that the industry 

remains uncertain whether or not a second surge is on its way 

or further tightness remains on the horizon. 

Intermodal & Freight Rail
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Industrial Marine

The increasing rate of vessels being idled and the reduction 

of global volume, combined with the threat of U.S. consumer-

hitting tariffs, is causing concern for ocean carriers, which 

have already taken on huge losses during the first quarter 

of the year. According to maritime research firm Alphaliner, 

idle container ship capacity could hit 750,000 twenty-foot 

equivalent units (“TEUs”) by the end of the year if carriers 

continue to take an aggressive approach to capacity 

management due to uncertainty over container volume growth 

in the last few months of the year. 

Alphaliner said the full year global container volume growth 

is currently estimated to reach 4.6%, which represents a 

decrease from the 5.6% growth rate registered in the first six 

months of this year. 

Based on the latest data from Alphaliner, which was as of 

September 3, 2018, 143 ships, or 408,283 TEUs, have 

been idled, which represents 1.8% of the total global cellular 

fleet.  Alphaliner indicated that the number of vessels idled 

is expected to increase in the coming weeks due to service 

cancellations for the winter slack season, and that the 

cancellations announced so far were significantly more severe 

than those in 2017. 

In general maritime news, two-way trade between the U.S. 

and other countries totaled over $5 trillion in 2017, with most 

of the trade conducted on sea. However, very little of this 

trade moved on American-owned shipping, or on vessels 

built in America. According to an article by Forbes, President 

Trump’s industrial policy will likely target restoring the U.S. 

commercial shipbuilding and merchant fleet industry as the 

White House’s upcoming assessment of the U.S. defense 

industrial base addresses the deficiencies in the U.S. 

shipbuilding base and merchant marine. 

Analysts indicate that as imposing tariffs or other penalties 

on foreign ships or shippers that receive subsidies would 

take a long time to implement, and restoring the kinds of 

subsidies withdrawn by the Reagan Administration would be 

controversial and costly, the most likely solution would be to 

expand cargo preference rules that might for example require 

a portion of U.S. trade be transported on U.S.-built and/or 

crewed vessels. 
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GA’s Construction & Transportation Monitor relates information 

covering most transportation sectors, including industry 

trends and their relation to our valuation process. GA strives to 

contextualize important indicators in order to provide a more 

in-depth perspective of the market as a whole. GA welcomes 

the opportunity to make our expertise available to you in every 

possible way. Should you need any further information or wish 

to discuss recovery ranges for a particular segment, please 

feel free to contact your GA Business Development Officer.

The information contained herein is based on a composite 

of GA’s industry expertise, contact with industry personnel, 

liquidation and appraisal experience, and data compiled from 

a variety of respected sources believed to be reliable. GA 

does not make any representation or warranty, expressed 

or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the 

information contained in this issue. Neither GA nor any of its 

representatives shall be liable for use of any of the information 

in this issue or any errors therein or omissions therefrom.

Monitor Information 

Experience

GA has worked with and appraised a number of companies within the construction and transportation industry, including 

industry leaders in heavy mobile equipment, freight rail, marine, and aerospace. GA’s extensive record of transportation 

inventory and machinery and equipment valuations also features appraisals for companies throughout the entire supply chain, 

including manufacturers and distributors, maintenance and repair companies, and freight rail refurbishing companies.

GA’s extensive experience includes valuations of major businesses in the construction and transportation industry such as:

• One of the largest providers of crane rental services in all sizes and varieties in North America.

• Long-standing providers of truckload shipping services for chemicals, petroleum, and energy sector products.

• A heavy civil construction company specializing in building and reconstruction of transportation/water infrastructure projects.

• A leading miner and explorer of coal properties.

• Providers of locomotives supplying more than 50 railroads including Class I and commuter rail systems.

• Manufacturers and distributors of inland and ocean-service vessels and equipment, as well as OEM and aftermarket marine 

components and accessories, for the industrial marine and recreational boating industry.

• Manufacturers and distributors of OEM components and parts for aircraft, helicopters, ships, submarines, ground systems, 

avionics, and other commercial airline and defense applications.

Moreover, GA has liquidated and been involved in the asset disposition of many companies such as Flyi-Independent Air, 

Cessna, Airbus, Hawker Beechcraft, Daimler Chrysler, Vector Bus, ABC Bus, Green Lawn Tour & Coach, March IV Industries, 

Affholder Construction, American Sand & Gravel, Big Eagle Services, Canron Construction, Chesapeake Construction, City 

of Cedar Hills, Cook Harriet Construction, DE Rice Equipment Construction, Flint Energy, Ibarra Concrete, James River Coal, 

Joe Bland Construction, Marine Pipeline, Marine World, Mohawk Concrete, Pease Construction, Pickus Construction, PT 

Borneo Mining Services, R.E. Holland/American Excavating, Rinker Material Group/Twin Mountain Rock, Roads Construction, 

SelectBuild, Stigler Construction, Super Transport, Tamrock Drill Rigs, U-Brothers, Victory Industrial, and WDC Exploration.
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Great American Group is a leading provider of asset

disposition solutions and valuation and appraisal services to

a wide range of retail, wholesale, and industrial clients, as

well as lenders, capital providers, private equity investors,

and professional services firms.  In addition to the 

Construction & Transportation Monitor, GA also provides 

clients with industry expertise in the form of monitors for the 

chemicals and plastics, metals, food, paper and packaging, 

and building products sectors, among many others. For 

more information, please visit www.greatamerican.com.

Great American Group, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary 

of B. Riley Financial, Inc. (NASDAQ: RILY). Through its 

subsidiaries, B. Riley Financial provides collaborative 

financial services and solutions to the capital raising and 

financial advisory needs of public and private companies 

and high net worth individuals. The company operates 

through several wholly-owned subsidiaries including Great 

American Group, LLC; B. Riley FBR, Inc., a full-service 

investment bank; Wunderlich Securities, Inc., a Registered 

Investment Advisor providing wealth management services 

to individuals and families, corporations and non-profit 

organizations; B. Riley Capital Management, LLC, an SEC 

Registered Investment Advisor (which includes B. Riley 

Asset Management, a provider of investment products to 

institutional and high net worth investors; B. Riley Wealth 

Management, a multi-family office practice and wealth 

management firm focused on the needs of ultrahigh net 

worth individuals and families; and Great American Capital 

Partners, a provider of senior secured loans and second lien 

secured loan facilities); and B. Riley Principal Investments, 

LLC, a group that makes proprietary investments in other 

businesses, such as the acquisition of United Online, Inc.

B. Riley Financial, Inc. is headquartered in Los Angeles with 

offices in major financial markets throughout the United 

States, Europe, and Australia. For more information on B. 

Riley Financial, Inc., please visit  www.brileyfin.com. 
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